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beach

Viola and violins tap lightly all over the fingerboard with both hands, across all 
strings. Light, sand (or pebble) noises.

Cello bows the lowest two strings continuously in slowly varying intensity. Starting as
high (in range) as possible, play continuous glissandi as the fingers move up and 
down the full length of the fretboard. Fingers move up and down the fingerboard in 
slow, wave-like motions moving the pitch of the two-string drone. (Fingers can move 
independently of each other; continuous bow each string.) The pace can be varied as 
desired. The length of the waves can be varied as desired.

Viola and violins limit their tapping to above where the cellists fingers are, relative to 
their own fingerboard (i.e. when lower notes are sounded on the cello, less range is 
used on the viola and violins, expanding as the cello sounds higher).

This continues for some time.

moon (phases)

Violin 1 starts playing through the moon phases (see later) while the three other 
instruments continue playing the beach section.

Violin 2 starts playing moon sometime after violin 1 has played through a full series. 
They start 180º out of phase (i.e. they are playing full when violin 1 is playing new).

Viola starts sometime after violin 2 has played through a full series. They play 270º 
out of phase of violin 1 (i.e. they are playing last quarter when violin 1 is playing 
new).

Cello starts playing sometime after viola has played through a full series. They play 
90º out of phase with violin 1 (i.e. they are playing first quarter when violin 1 is 
playing new).

This continues for some time.

moon (crescent)

Violin 1 drops the new, full, first quarter and last quarter from their sequence 
(leaving the two crescent and two gibbous moons). They move through these phases 
at the same pace (going through the sequence twice in the time it takes the others to 
go through their sequence of eight phases).

Violin 2 drops the new, full, first quarter and last quarter moons from their sequence.
They continue to be 180º out of phase with violin 1 (i.e. playing waning gibbous when
violin 1 is playing waxing crescent). 
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After some time viola drops the same phases. They continue playing 270º out of 
phase with violin 1 (i.e. they are playing waning crescent when violin 1 is playing 
waxing crescent).

After some time cello drops the same phases. They continue playing 90º out of phase
with violin 1 (i.e. they are playing waxing gibbous when violin 1 is playing waxing 
crescent).

* * *

Violin 1 drops the waxing gibbous and waning crescent moons from their sequence 
(alternating now between the waxing crescent and waning gibbous moons).

After some time violin 2 does the same. They alternate 180º out of phases (playing 
waning gibbous when violin 1 is playing waxing crescent).

After some time viola does the same. They now play in sync with violin 1.

After some time cello does the same. They now play in sync with violin 2 (180º out of 
phase with violin 1).

Violin 1 drops the waning gibbous phase and plays just the waxing crescent phase. 
After some time, violin 2 does the same; after some time viola does the same; after 
some time cello does the same.

This continues for some time.

The piece ends.
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notes on playing the moon phases

The drawing below shows the shapes to be made with the bow over the strings for 
each of the moon phases in the second and third parts of this piece.

The size and position of the circular shape is at the discretion of the player (and may 
change throughout the piece).

New Moon—the bow is moved in a circular motion over all four strings. For the new 
moon phase the bow does not touch the strings at all. (This is only the case for this 
phase.)

Full moon—the bow is moved in a circular motion over all four strings, sounding all 
four strings.

First and last quarters—the bow sounds two strings.

Waxing and waning gibbous moons—the bow sounds over three strings.

Waxing and waning crescent moons—the bow sounds mostly on one string, with just 
a touch of another string at the extremes of the vertical movement.

Fingering for these sections is free. Players may play open strings, or harmonics, or 
even particular notes, but the focus should be on the movement of the bow for the 
performers and the audience.


